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A message to our clients 
Fiscal Engineers held its latest Investment & Risk Committee meeting (IRC) on 24th May 2018.  These 
notes provide an insight into some of the areas of discussion held and decisions taken. 

It is often tough being an investor.  Equity markets are always volatile and continuously challenge one’s 
emotional fortitude.  Year-to-date 2018 has been no different.  Global equity markets were down around 
5% by the end of the first quarter but were up around 2% year-to-date by the time of the IRC meeting.   

During the meeting, an insightful chart was presented demonstrating the fact that every year a market 
will fall from some high point.  Knee-jerk, emotionally driven responses to these falls are likely to be 
very costly, as the chart below illustrates clearly.  The key is to accept that equity markets are always 
volatile and why staying invested is vital. 

Figure 1: Every year markets fall from their high – reacting to this noise can be very costly 

 

Data: Financial Express © 2018.  All rights reserved.  MSCI All Country World Index.  Source: Albion Strategic Consulting 

We would like to share a quote for you to ponder on, which comes from Cliff Asness, CEO of factor 
investing firm AQR in the US, and deep thinker on investment issues.   

‘Unfortunately, being ‘sure’ isn’t a major feature of our business [investing] and anyone looking for it is 
going to have to learn to live with disappointment.’  

Cliff Asness, June 2018 

How right he is.  Nothing in investing (or life) is certain and expecting certainty e.g. that your portfolio 
will always be up when we meet with you for a progress meeting, will only result in disappointment.  
Understanding the likely ups and downs of your investment journey and continually monitoring the 
impact on progress towards your long term goals, is the key to a comfortable and successful investment 
experience.  

As ever, if you have any questions, please feel free to give us a call. 

We wish a long, hot and lazy summer!  

The Team at Fiscal Engineers 
Tel: 0115 9555600  
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1. The purpose of the IRC 
The IRC is the formal body that is responsible for the governance of the investment process at Fiscal 
Engineers.  Meetings are held twice a year but can be called on an ad hoc basis if circumstances 
warrant it.  To recap, the purpose of the IRC is to: 

 Define and implement a risk-focused approach to investing. 

 Continually test, refine and reaffirm its investment process including: the firm’s investment 
philosophy; the structure of client portfolios; the asset classes (e.g. equities, bonds, commercial 
property) that it uses or excludes; and the ‘pure-asset-class’ funds that provide access to the 
rewards of desired asset classes. 

 Employ best-practice fiduciary standards in overseeing the investment program. 

 Help educate clients about what they own and why they own it. 

2. IRC meeting proceedings 

2.1. Introduction 

The formal IRC meeting took place on 24th May 2018 and a quorum was present.   

Attending the meeting were: Ian Rodger (Meeting Chair), Dave Till and Frazer Edwards of Fiscal 
Engineers, Tim Hale of Albion Strategic Consulting, Dr Rob Webb from Nottingham University Business 
School and Jonathan Shearman, a new Committee member who will bring experience and a broad skill-
set to the Committee.  Apologies were received from Shane Mullins and Kevin Bunting.  

The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed, previous follow-up actions – 21 in all – were 
discussed, and the minutes were duly signed off by the Chairman.   A number of regular agenda items 
were raised, and the following decisions were made: 

2.2. Key decisions summary 

 Systematic vs. judgemental approaches: the IRC continually challenges its approach to 
investing to ensure that it remains in the best interests of its clients.  At its core, it believes that 
markets incorporate known information about stocks pretty effectively, making it hard for 
professional fund managers to beat them.  The latest global research – covering the US, UK, 
Europe, Australia, Brazil, Chile and Mexico - continues to support this stance with the majority 
of judgemental (active) managers failing to beat the markets.   

 Product due diligence: the investment characteristics of each fund in the model portfolios were 
reviewed.  The IRC considers that each of the funds continue to perform as expected. It is worth 
noting that over the past 5 years, to the end of April 2018, six of eight funds in Fiscal Engineers’ 
model portfolios were level with, or above, their prospective benchmarks and the two that were 
not were only 0.1% and 0.4% below, attributable largely to the fact the benchmarks include no 
fees.  That is a worthy success story.  Remember that Fiscal Engineers cannot control the 
return of the underlying markets, but it can identify funds that deliver most of the market returns 
that you are due. 

 Portfolio review: the first half of 2018 delivered quite a lot of volatility in equity markets, as the 
tables overleaf illustrate.  Yet, despite the poor start to the year, the UK and developed markets 
have (so far) delivered positive returns. The key message is that markets are volatile, and 
investors need to accept the fact.   

 Asset class research: the potential bond strategy to capture protection from unanticipated rises 
in inflation, but without the volatility associated with owning index liked gilts, is sitting with the 
fund management firm with whom this concept has been developed.  The IRC hopes to be able 
to report on progress by the end of the year.  The IRC remains comfortable with all the other 
asset classes in the portfolios at present. 
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 Home bias: as agreed in the previous minutes, the IRC revisited the question of home bias i.e. 
being overweight to the UK relative to its share of global market capitalisation.  It reviewed data 
in the updated Investment Methodology (April 2018), which reveals that there has been little 
difference in longer-term returns between a home-biased portfolio and a fully global portfolio 
and that most of the diversification benefit of being more global has been picked up by Fiscal’s 
current allocation, being around one third of the equity assets held in UK stocks.  It is worth 
remembering that the bulk of the UK market is made up of multi-national companies and around 
70% to 80% of the FTSE’s earnings come from outside of the UK.  The IRC remains happy with 
the current structure and does not intend to change the home-bias position.  

 Asset class assumptions: the IRC agreed to adopt marginally lower asset class assumptions 
for the purposes of modelling client cash flows (for detail, see later). 

 Strategy affirmation: the IRC concluded that no changes to either portfolio structure or 
recommended fund products are required at this time.  It is entirely comfortable with the firm’s 
client portfolio strategies. 

3. 2017 – Market overview 
As usual, the IRC reviewed the market returns delivered to portfolios during YTD 2018.  Despite a 
volatile start to the year – demonstrated in the monthly data below – developed global equity market 
returns were positive. 

Table 1: Nominal returns – 1 January to 31 April 20181 

Date 
MSCI Emerging 

Markets Index (net 
div.) 

MSCI United 
Kingdom Index (net 

div.) 

MSCI World Index 
(net div.) 

01/2018 3.0% -2.0% 0.1% 

02/2018 -1.6% -3.5% -1.1% 

03/2018 -3.7% -2.2% -4.0% 

04/2018 1.5% 6.8% 3.1% 
 

Table 2: Nominal returns – 1 January to 31 April 20181 

UK equity Developed eq. Emerging 
equity Global property Short-dated 

bonds 
Index Linked 

gilts 

1.5% 2.1% -1.1% -0.3% -0.4% -0.3% 

Data source: Financial Express © All rights reserved. (See footnote for details) 

Yield rises on bonds dampened their returns.  Return data is notoriously noisy at such short intervals 
and should largely be ignored. Inevitably some parts of a portfolio will be doing better than others, which 
is probably where the old saying ‘diversification means always having to say you are sorry’ comes from. 

  

 

1 Data sources: UK equity – MSCI UK Index (net div.); developed market equity – MSCI World Index (net div.); emerging market 
equity – MSCI Emerging Markets Index (net div.); global commercial property – S&P Global REIT; short-dated bonds – Citi World 
Government Bond Index 1-5 Years (hedged to GBP). Bloomberg Barclays Govt. Inflation Linked 5-15 Year bond Index 
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4. The latest evidence supporting a systematic approach to investing 
The IRC reviewed the latest research input from Albion Strategic Consulting (Albion Governance 
Update 15 – April 2018), which covered a number of topics relating to the systematic versus 
judgemental decision. 

4.1. The majority of active managers fail to beat the benchmark 

The IRC reviewed the latest SPIVA© scorecards from around the world.  What is evident is that the 
challenge faced by investment managers in beating their benchmarks is a global one. The table below 
sets out the findings: 

Table 3: Percentage of managers beaten by their benchmark (to year end 2017)1 

All equity 
funds US UK (£)  

UK equity 
Europe (€) 
European Australia Brazil Chile 

15 years 84% - - 77% - - 

10 years 87% 75% 85% 74% - - 

5 years 87% 54% 73% 63% 82% 93% 

Data source: SPIVA http://us.spindices.com/resource-center/thought-leadership/spiva/  

4.2. Criticism of passive investing 

A number of arguments against passive (systematic) investing get recycled by the active management 
industry and by journalists. 

The first is that as more and more money is invested on a passive basis there will be insufficient price 
discovery (i.e. the setting of fair process for the equity of a company) for markets to function properly.  
Although there is no means of calculating what this level is precisely, it would certainly be something to 
monitor closely if passive investing reached 80% to 90% of all invested assets, at which point over half 
the trades in any one day would still be undertaken by active managers setting prices.  A recent survey 
by PWC2 reveals that at the end of 2016, passive strategies represented 17% of total global investment 
and this is predicted to rise to 25% by 2025.  It is evident that this is far from being any sort of challenge 
to market efficiency.  There is also an inbuilt corrective mechanism in play: as prices become inefficient, 
active managers will be able to find genuine bargains, they will beat their benchmarks and money will 
flow away from passive back to active strategies.  Price discovery will improve. 

The second argument is that the large asset flow into passive funds is driving up the prices of large cap 
stocks.  This is loose thinking.  The aggregate portfolios of active and passive funds are both the market 
cap-weighted portfolio (for every active investor overweight in Apple, by definition another active 
investor must be underweight).  What we are in fact seeing is a transfer of assets out of active strategies 
and into passive strategies that is equal and opposite, as the figure overleaf demonstrates.   

  

 

2 Data source: PWC (2017) Asset & Wealth Management Revolution: Embracing Exponential Change 
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/asset-management/asset-management-insights/assets/awm-revolution-full-report-final.pdf  
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Figure 2: Equal and opposite fund flows from active to passive strategies 

 

Data source: ICI Factbook 2017 http://www.icifactbook.org/ch2/17_fb_ch2#investor  

5. Emerging market equities 
The question was raised as to whether emerging markets should maintain their independent allocation 
in portfolios or simply become part of a broad total equity market allocation.  Today they produce around 
40% to 50% of the world’s GDP.  Adding up the value of all companies listed on emerging market stock 
exchanges we find that they represent around 35% of global market capitalisation.  However, the index 
level market allocation is only around 10%.  This is because the index providers only include the 
proportion of stock of each company that is freely traded (referred to as ‘free-float’).  The chart below 
reveals that much of the stock of emerging market-listed companies is not freely traded, being held by 
entrepreneurs, families and the government, all of whom may be closely connected.  ‘Dispersed’ 
holdings means that there are no controlling shareholders.  Developed markets stocks have a far higher 
free-float.  The approximate 10% allocation to emerging markets made by Fiscal Engineers, is, in this 
context, a reasonable one. 

Figure 3: Corporate ownership in emerging and developed markets differs markedly 

 

Data source: Blackrock (2017), Emerging markets: From niche to necessity, June 2017. 

Another point relating to emerging markets discussed by the IRC was the remarkable reduction in risk 
that combining individual emerging markets into a well-diversified index delivers.  The correlation 
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between emerging markets tends to be low, thereby providing these strong diversification attributes 
(see Appendix 1). 

Trying to decide which emerging markets will do well and which will do badly is a fool’s errand.  
According to the SPIVA© report for US managers, over the 15 years to end-2017 around 95% of all 
emerging market fund managers have failed to beat the emerging market index.   

It is worth noting that the Dimensional Emerging Mkts Core Equity Fund in client portfolios has delivered 
11.8% versus the benchmark return (MSCI Emerging Markets Index Net Return) of 11.4% since its 
inception in February 2004.   

6. Asset class assumptions 
The IRC also reviewed Albion Governance Update 15b, which provided an update on the asset class 
assumptions used by Fiscal Engineers.  Deciding upon sensible asset class assumptions that then build 
to portfolio level expected returns is challenging and fraught with estimation error. Success in dealing 
with an uncertain future is not about trying to identify, with precision, one future investment life, but to 
understand the range of lives that could possibly exist and how likely these are to occur.  The estimation 
risks to the set of long-term central asset class assumptions developed, and an understanding of the 
impact of the sequence in which returns are received, need to be carefully considered and mitigated in 
the practical planning process.   

To that end, Fiscal Engineers developed its proprietary probability modelling tool that runs multiple 
scenarios around these assumptions to gauge the range of outcomes that a client might experience 
and an estimate of the likely level of success of a client’s financial plan. 

‘Prediction is very difficult… especially if it’s about the future.’  

Nobel Prize-winning physicist Niels Bohr 

From time-to-time it is important to challenge the status quo of the central case set of assumptions and 
see if current circumstances warrant any changes to be made.  Certainly, the consensus expectation 
on medium-term (10 year) returns have been marked downwards for both bonds and equities, by 
several key market participants and academics.  In part, this is due to the view that ‘normalisation’ of 
bond yields back into positive real territory provides headwinds against bonds going forward.  On the 
equity side, the use of valuation metrics such as the CAPE index, and negative assumptions on the 
risk-free rate, has led to developed markets returns – and particularly those from the US – being marked 
down by some. 

However, planning horizons of 20-40 years for clients are not uncommon and should not be unduly 
influenced by short-term market impacts, such as current yields on bonds or valuation levels of certain 
equity markets. 

Although it is always sensible to be prudent, over-prudence has consequences too in terms of 
opportunities potentially foregone.  We suggest that a sensible central case sits at the heart of the 
assumption process and ‘what if’ scenarios around this central case can be run, either through using 
return haircuts (lower returns) or probability analysis. 

‘We should humbly recognize the limits of our understanding. Realized returns are dominated by 
randomness, structural uncertainty, and rare events.  Expected returns are unobservable, at best, 
estimated with noise.’ 

Antti Ilmanen3 - Author and practitioner 

 

3  Expected Returns: An Investor's Guide to Harvesting Market Rewards, by Antti Ilmanen, ISBN: 978-1-119-99072, John Wiley & 
Sons, NY:NY, February 2011. 
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It is inevitable that any asset class assumptions made will be approximations.  That does not mean that 
they cannot be reasonable and useful when based on sound analysis and used sensibly.  The approach 
taken is summarised in the figure below.    

Figure 4: Making reasonable asset class assumptions 

Source: Albion Strategic Consulting 

The following table outlines the asset class assumptions agreed by the IRC.  It has also provided a set 
of more conservative assumptions.  The main change is a 0.5% reduction in real rates of return for 
equities because of a 0.5% (instead of 1%) risk-free rate.  Inflation-linked bonds have been reduced to 
the same as the risk-free rate because of their government-backed status and lack of inflation risk.  

Table 4: 2018 asset class real return and risk assumptions 

Growth assets 
Real Return % 

p.a.  
(central case) 

Real Return % 
p.a. (conservative) Risk % 

Global developed equity (market) 4.5% (5.0%) 3.5% 20% 

Global developed equity (value) 6.5% (7%) 4.5% 25% 

Global developed equity (small) 6.5% (7%) 4.5% 25% 

Emerging markets (market) 6.5% (7%) 4.5% 30% 

Emerging markets (value) 8.5% (9%) 5.5% 35% 

Emerging markets (small) 8.5% (9%) 5.5% 35% 

Global commercial property 3.5% (4%) 2.5% 17.5% 

Global short-dated bonds AA (0-5, hedged) 1.5% (2%) 1% 5% 

UK index linked gilts (5-15) 0.5% (1.0%) 0% 7.5% 

Global inflation linked bonds (5-15, hedged) 0.5% (1.0%) 0% 7.5% 

Cash 0.5% (1.0%) 0% 3% 

Note: numbers in (brackets) represent previously held assumptions. 

 

  

Historical data Economic rationale Rules of thumb Academic and 
investor  insights

Common sense, 
asset class 
assumptions
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Incorporating these new assumptions into our models, taking into account asset class correlations, 
results in the following estimated returns; after inflation but before fees: 

Model Previous Real 
Return % p.a. 

Revised Real 
Return % p.a. 

Risk % 
(unchanged) 

Portfolio 0 1.4% 1.3% 5% 

Portfolio 20 2.6% 2.4% 6% 

Portfolio 40 3.7% 3.4% 9% 

Portfolio 50 4.2% 3.9% 10% 

Portfolio 60 4.7% 4.3% 12% 

Portfolio 80 5.5% 5.1% 16% 

Portfolio 100 6.2% 5.7% 20% 

7. In conclusion 
As stated at the start of this note, we talked about being an investor challenges our emotional fortitude.  
At Fiscal Engineers, we believe the approach to investing that we have adopted – based on a sound, 
yet simple philosophy - and the rigorous ongoing governance of the portfolios, driven by the IRC, should 
provide a sense of security to our clients.  At some point in the future (nobody knows when) markets 
will test our fortitude. At that point, we need to trust in the structure of our portfolios, which reminds us 
of another well-known saying ‘you don’t need bonds until you need them!’. 
 
Rest assured that your portfolios are well positioned to capture the future dynamism of global capitalism 
and to protect you at times when markets are less kind.   

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or comments arising from this note. 

 

 

 

Fiscal Engineers’ Investment & Risk Committee 
 

Summer 2018 
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APPENDIX 1 – Emerging markets – diversification works 
 

 

Data source: Dimensional Returns 2.0.  24 MSCI market constituents indices (net div.) and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index (net div.) 1/1999 to 3/2018. 
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